love learning with

Mathletics. Made for Manitoba.

Targeted, adaptive and engaging content designed
to meet the objectives of the provincial curriculum.

Online activities that align to
the MB Curriculum

Real-Time Reporting

MB diagnostic assessments
for grade 2-9

Designed for the Manitoba
curriculum, including well over
1200 individual adaptive
practice activities and eBooks
for all grades.

Mathletics reporting is a
powerhouse of live data for
schools and teachers. Truly
powerful tools for data-driven
teaching and learning in the
classroom.

The Manitoba Learning
Assessments in Mathletics have
been designed by our math
experts, with concepts aligned
to specific Manitoba Curriculum
Expectations. Learning gaps are
identified, generating individual
student learning pathways.

Is your students information
secure? It is with us.

Dr. Marian Small
Rich Learning Tasks

Rich Tools for Learning

3P Learning resources are fully
compliant with the most recent
data privacy legislation –PIPEDA

We believe students learn by
doing. A great example of this are
our Rich Learning Tasks.

Please visit:
www.3plearning.com/privacypolicy/#canada
for more information.
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Students benefit from the
convenience of having all study
materials in one place. Mathletics
is equipped with a My Study area
containing informative interactives,
videos, and eBooks. This empowers
students to supplement their
learning in a way tailored to their
style – captivating every type of
learner!
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Not only that!

Now includes Dr. Marian Small’s
professional development videos.

For more details visit www.3plearning.com/canada/mathleticsalignment/manitoba/
Tel: +1 877 467 6851 ext. 147 | Email: Greg.Foster@3plearning.com

love learning with

Manitoba Teachers Love Learning With Mathletics

Wow! We are in the second year of using
Mathletics school wide and the students all
LOVE it! It is easy to use for both staff and
students! I love being able to monitor individual
student results and set tasks that they can feel
good about accomplishing. One of the great
things about the program is being able to set
different levels within the same class and the
students don’t realize it as often everyone is doing
something different! The students are engaged
whenever they are on the program at school and
the parents love having it for them to use
at home!
School: Polson School.
Teacher: Wendy Skoglund, Manitoba
Grade: 5

I have found Mathletics extremely valuable in
solidifying concepts with students who are average
or strong in Math. As well, I have found that my
struggling Math students are more engaged and
willing to try concepts through the Mathletics
program. They see the live Mathletics as a “reward”
and love to use it.
Mathletics is an extremely valuable asset to my
Math program. We use it often and I supplement
my classroom teaching with it. I find that it is very
user friendly. I also feel like there is an incredible
number of resources on the site for teachers to
use. It is an extremely valuable program that is
teaching kids to love learning Math. I am seeing
a transition in the students who hated math, they
are now looking more forward to Math. Mathletics
has changed how I teach Math. An extremely
valuable program that provides instant assistance
if needed!
School: Meadows School
Teacher: Kathy Banks
Grade: 7/8

Meet your friendly Manitoba team!

Greg Foster
Regional
Manager, MB

Payal Agarwal
Success
Manager, MB

For more details visit www.3plearning.com/canada/mathleticsalignment/manitoba/
Tel: +1 877 467 6851 ext. 147 | Email: Greg.Foster@3plearning.com

